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RAMH enables people to recover 
from mental ill health, and to build 
independent, fulfilled lives. 
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3174 is the total number of individual people who have utilised our direct 
support services over the past year.  Many people choose to use our 
services multiple times during the year and this is not reflected here.

RAMH Activity 2015/16
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Key Factors in Promoting Positive 
Mental Health and Well Being:
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• Who are we talking about?   1:4
• Recovery
• Social Connectedness
• Resilience
• Income to live on
• Examples
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People can and do recover from even 
the most serious mental health 
problems. Recovery means being able 
to live a good life, as defined by the 
person, with or without symptoms.

Recovery



Recovery
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• A unique and individual experience
• A journey for some; a destination for 

others. Some people describe being in 
recovery rather than recovered. The 
recovery journey can have ups and downs

• Focused on what you CAN do, not what 
you can’t

• A reality
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• Lonely people are 14% more likely to die ‘early’ 

Social Connectedness

• Survey by the Office for National Statistics showed that in 
Britain we are less likely to have strong friendships or know 
our neighbours than inhabitants of any other country in the 
EU. The loneliest country in Europe

• Feeling Lonely increases the risk of: Dementia, Heart conditions, 
Depression, Sleep Disruption, raised Blood Pressure and lowers our 
Immune system 

(Uni. Of Chicago, 2014)
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• 2010 meta-analysis of 148 studies with 308,849 participants, 
50% increased likelihood of survival for participants with stronger 
social relationships, Holt-Lunstad et al

(Dr Trevor Lakey: Health Improvement and Equalities, NHS GGC)

Loneliness

• Influence of social relationships on risk of death comparable 
with well-established risk factors for mortality such as smoking, 
alcohol consumption and exceed influence of other risk factors 
such as physical activity and obesity

• Strong case for prioritising tackling loneliness + social isolation 
and for promoting social connectedness
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• Loneliness is equivalent to 15 of 
these a day
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Factors associated with resilience

• Positive perception of 

control over life

• Social connectedness

• Reciprocity

• Local friendships

• Social support
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Fuel Poverty Case Studies

Case Study One

Joe is a 71 year old retired bus driver who suffers 
from poor mental health. He does not use his gas 
central heating as a friend frightened him by saying 
he got a large bill. He states he couldn’t afford this. 
He wears several layers of clothing and a hat as his 
flat is very cold. He says if he gets too cold he goes 
to his bed.
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Fuel Poverty Case Studies

Case Study Two

Laura is a 19 year old who recently went off ill from her full 
time employment due to suffering from depression, anxiety 
and an eating disorder. She is struggling to manage her 
finances and is receiving £57.90 per week Job Seekers 
Allowance. Laura says she needs to put £30 a week in her 
pre-payment meter and struggles to pay other bills and buy 
food. RAMH have supported her by giving her foodbank 
vouchers. She has a shortfall in her housing benefit she 
needs to pay £10 a week rent.
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Fuel Poverty Case Studies

Case Study Three

Lynn	is	a	42	year	lady	who	lives	alone,	she	was	referred	
through	Connect	4	Renfrewshire	by	her	Housing	Officer	
who	was	concerned	and	unsure	how	to	help	Lynn.	She	was	
very	isolated	with	no	family/friend	support.	Lynn	is	
frightened	of	people	and	finds	it	hard	to	engage	with	
agencies	who	try	to	support	her.	She	often	has	no	income	
and	has	had	no	gas/heating	for	months,	she	has	no	food,	
and	spends	her	days	at	the	park	and	wanders	around	to	try	
to	keep	warm.
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What works?

Partnerships    



Thank 
you
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